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Chemistry equilibrium worksheet

Name: ___ Section: __ You should try answering questions without internet access. In the row, type the description letter that best matches each term. Each letter can be used once, more than once or not at all. Equilibrium position ___ Chemical balance law ___ Reaction divides __ Mass action law ___ Balance constant ____ Characteristics used to determine whether the
reaction has reached balance, depends on the initial concentration of the substances in the reaction states that each reaction occurs in a equilibrium state with a specific \(K_{eq}\) expressions relative concentration of reacters and products in relation to equilibrium, the balance of product concentration and reactive concentration What is the expression of equation equilibrium \
(H_2(g) + I_2(g) \rightleftharpoons 2HI(g)\)? What is equation imbalance \(NH_4Cl(s) \rightleftharpoons NH_3(g) + HCl(g)\)? What is the expression of equation balance \(As_4O_6) + 6C(s) \rightleftharpoons As_4(g) + 6CO(g)\)? \(K_{eq}\) is \(7.7 \times 10^{-15})) for reaction \(2CO(g) \rightleftharpoons C(s) + CO_2(g)\). The following concentrations are measured at some point: \
([CO]=0.034\, M\) \([CO_2] =3.6 \times 10^{-17} M\) Is this reaction in equilibrium? If not, which direction will the reaction take? \(K_{eq}\) is a \(0.2\) reaction \(N_2O_4(g) \rightleftharpoons 2NO_2(g)\) At some point, measured at the following concentrations: \([N_2O_4]=2.0\, M\) \([NO_2] = 0.2\, M\) Is this reaction in equilibrium conditions? If not, which direction will the reaction
take? In the row, type the description letter that best matches each term. Each letter can be used once, more than once or not at all. The product equilibrium concentration is much higher than that of reacters: ____ The product equilibrium concentration is much lower than that of the reactors: _____ There are a number of products with a balance of 1\ K_ (K_{eq}}) that are much
greater than 1 \(K_{eq}}) is approximately equal to 1 \(K_{eq}}) is much less than 1. Complete these charts by writing left, right, or none of them for balance shifting, and reduce, increase, or remain the same reactants for product concentrations and \(K_{eq}\) value. Remember that pure solids and liquids do not affect equilibrium values. \[N_2(g) + 3H_2(g) \rightleftharpoons
2NH_3(g) \] with \(\Delta H = -92 \,kJ/mole\, kcal\) Stress balance offset \([N_2]\) \([H_2]\) \([NH_3]\) \(K_{eq}\) \(\Delta K_ G_ <3> <8> increase in add \(N_2\) ---- permission remains the same more negative add \(H_2\) ---- Add \(HN_3\) ---- \(N_2\) ---- Remove \(H_2\) ---- Remove \(HN_3\) ---- Increase temperature reaction decrease Temperature reaction increase Pressure
pressure decreased pressure Is this reaction entropially driven as written? Is this reaction enthalpically driven as written? Under what conditions is this reaction non-spontaneous (if ever)? Complete these charts by writing left, right, or none of them for balance shifting, and reduce, increase, or remain the same reactants for product concentrations and \(K_{eq}\) value. Remember
that pure solids and liquids do not affect equilibrium values. \[NaOH(s) \rightleftharpoons Na^+(aq) + OH^-(aq) \] with \(\Delta H = -10.6\, kcal\) Stress balance offset \(NaOH(s)\) \([Na^+]\) \([OH^-]\) \(K_{eq}\) \(\Delta G_{rxn}\) Add \(NaOH(s)\) ---- Add \(NaCl\) that increases \(Na^+(aq)\) ---- Add \(KOH\), which increases \(OH^-(aq )\) ---- Add \(H^+\), which decreases \(OH^-(aq)\) ---
- Increase temperature reaction decrease Temperature reaction increase Pressure decreased pressure Is this reaction entropy driven as written? Is this reaction enthalpically driven as written? Under what conditions is this reaction non-spontaneous (if ever)? Name: ___ Section: __ You should try answering questions without internet access. In the row, type the description letter
that best matches each term. Each letter can be used once, more than once or not at all. Equilibrium position ___ Chemical balance law ___ Reaction divides __ Mass action law ___ Balance constant ____ Characteristics used to determine whether the reaction has reached balance, depends on the initial concentration of the substances in the reaction states that each reaction
occurs in a equilibrium state with a specific \(K_{eq}\) expressions relative concentration of reacters and products in relation to equilibrium, the balance of product concentration and reactive concentration What is the expression of equation equilibrium \(H_2(g) + I_2(g) \rightleftharpoons 2HI(g)\)? What is equation imbalance \(NH_4Cl(s) \rightleftharpoons NH_3(g) + HCl(g)\)? What
is the expression of equation balance \(As_4O_6) + 6C(s) \rightleftharpoons As_4(g) + 6CO(g)\)? \(K_{eq}\) is \(7.7 \times 10^{-15})) for reaction \(2CO(g) \rightleftharpoons C(s) + CO_2(g)\). The following concentrations are measured at some point: \([CO]=0.034\, M\) \([CO_2] =3.6 \times 10^{-17} M\) Is this reaction in equilibrium? If not, which direction will the reaction take? \
(K_{eq}\) is \(0.2\) for reaction \(N_2O_4(g) \rightleftharpoons 2NO_2(g)\) The following concentrations are measured at a certain time: M\) \([NO_2] = 0.2\, M\) Is this reaction equilibrium? If not, which direction will the reaction take? In the row, type the description letter that best matches each term. Each letter can be used once, more than once or not at all. The product
equilibrium concentration is much higher than that of reacters: ____ The product equilibrium concentration is much lower than that of the reactors: _____ There are a number of products with a balance of 1\ K_ (K_{eq}}) that are much greater than 1 \(K_{eq}}) is approximately equal to 1 \(K_{eq}}) is much less than 1. Complete these charts by writing left, right, or none of them for
balance shifting, and reduce, increase, or remain the same reactants for product concentrations and \(K_{eq}\) value. Remember that pure solids and liquids do not affect equilibrium values. \[N_2(g) + 3H_2(g) \rightleftharpoons 2NH_3(g) \] with \(\Delta H = -92 \,kJ/mole\, kcal\) Stress balance offset \([N_2]\) \([H_2]\) \([NH_3]\) \(K_{eq}\) \(\Delta G_{rxn}Add \(N_2\) right ----
increase remains the same for more negative Add \(H_2\) ---- Add \(HN_3\) ---- Remove \(N_2 ---- (\) ---- Remove \(H_2\) ---- Remove \(HN_3\) ---- Increase temperature reaction decrease Temperature reaction increase Pressure decreased pressure Is this reaction entropy driven as written? Is this reaction enthalpically driven as written? Under what conditions is this reaction non-
spontaneous (if ever)? Complete these charts by writing left, right, or none of them for balance shifting, and reduce, increase, or remain the same reactants for product concentrations and \(K_{eq}\) value. Remember that pure solids and liquids do not affect equilibrium values. \[NaOH(s) \rightleftharpoons Na^+(aq) + OH^-(aq) \] with \(\Delta H = -10.6\, kcal\) Stress balance offset \
(NaOH(s)\) \([Na^+]\) \([OH^-]\) \(K_{eq}\) \(\Delta G_{rxn}\) Add \(NaOH(s)\) ---- Add \(NaCl\) that increases \(Na^+(aq)\) ---- Add \(KOH\), which increases \(OH^-(aq )\) ---- Add \(H^+\), which decreases \(OH^-(aq)\) ---- Increase temperature reaction decrease Temperature reaction increase Pressure decreased pressure Is this reaction entropy driven as written? Is this reaction
enthalpically driven as written? Under what conditions is this reaction non-spontaneous (if ever)? View homework or class worksheet with answers that include balance C6 GCSE chemistry. Topics include the Le Chatelier principle, the Haber process and the balance of the forecasting position with various issues and complex calculations. What's inside? 1 Preview/worksheet with
different different questions 1 Answer sheet with solutions which content does it include? This practice sheet covers the chemical part of theme 6 - The speed of chemical changes scale of the scale dedicated to both GCSE Triple Award Science (individual sciences) and double award science (combined science) students. It has been optimized for the AQA 9-1 degree specification
since 2016. It is also suitable for lower-capacity students, but is becoming more complex What are the questions? Rocket worksheets have the optimal layout for a typical class lesson. For example, a short and easy initial exercise introduces students to the topic, and the main stage develops their understanding. Type of questions included in missile sheets: Chart marking Correct
or false claims Gap-fill Fill sentences Practical questions Explain methods Difficult questions Several choice questions About missile sheets ... Rocket sheets are set in the ideal layout to create student knowledge. Four stages simulate the flight of the rocket and are: Launch a fast starter or warm up. The main stage of basic learning and most of the content. Increase the challenge
for those who want to expand their knowledge or find exercises too easy. Landing Plenary meeting at the end of the plenary session in order to complete and summarise the information covered. Unhappy? Feel free to contact us via Twitter and we will be happy to resolve any issues. @rocketsheets @rocketsheets
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